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Abstract
This thesis project explores the self-directed mutual fund investing space outside of personal retirement 
planning. The objective is to popularize mutual fund investing by removing the need for traditional 
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While not without their risks, mutual funds, as investment vehicles, generally provide much better returns 
than CDs or savings accounts. Because of their financial performance, they have proven to be a successful 
financial product for long-term investments, most notably retirement investments. Today roughly 90 
million Americans own mutual funds, and their collective invested assets total around 11.5 trillion. Of 
these 90 million investors, only 5.5 percent self-direct or buy shares in mutual funds directly. The other 85 
percent of these investors choose to use intermediaries, such as employee-sponsored retirement plans or 
financial advisers, to assist with financial planning. Outside of employee-sponsored retirement plans, 
among all investor segments and especially among Generation Y, negative sentiment about financial 
advisers and minimum contributions create barriers to entry to mutual funds. While fund companies have 
had great success over the last forty years, the industry peaked in 2008 and growth has slowed.
1.2 Goal of the Thesis
The goal of this thesis is to explore disruption through disintermediation in the mutual fund market. 
Financial advisers and minimum contribution rates are barriers to a large and growing segment of 
potential investors. I believe that an open, transparent, and community-directed investor site that serves 
both novice and experienced investors alike would be a compelling alternative to traditional financial 
advisers. Further, groups of likeminded investors could pool their money, much like Chit funds in India, 
to create portfolios and purchase products that they would not be able to invest in individually because of 
high initial contributions. The use of game mechanics, behavioral economics techniques, and point-of-
sale partnerships would encourage investing as a habit. Such a site would not only grow mutual funds as a 
financial product, but could benefit the underinvested or non-invested by introducing them to long-term 
investing for life goals, such as a buying a house or car or saving for a wedding or vacation. In addition, 
the collective intelligence of a large community of investors combined with performance feedback would 
provide insight and transparency into the mutual marketplace.
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1.3 Relevancy
A mutual fund is a managed investment that pools money from many investors to buy stocks, bonds, and 
other investments. Unlike purchasing a share of stock, a mutual fund share provides the advantages of 
diversification and professional management and generally provides better returns than a CD or savings 
account. A mutual fund investment is an attractive financial product when saving for a long-term goal, 
such as retirement, a house, or a child’s education.
In 2010, nearly 45 percent of U.S. households owned shares of mutual funds, representing an estimated 
52.3 million households, 90 million investors, and 11.5 trillion in assets. Of these 90 million investors, 
only 32 percent owned mutual funds outside of employee-sponsored retirement plans. Of this 32 percent, 
only 19 percent self-directed their investments while 81 percent relied on financial advisors to purchase 
their mutual funds. The industry saw strong growth in the 1980s and 1990s when companies widely 
adopted the employee-sponsored retirement plan, the 401(k); however, the industry peaked in 2008 and 
growth has slowed. (2011 Investment Company Fact Book)
One potential boon to the industry lies in the yet to be invested wealth of Generation X and Generation Y. 
Their combined net worth will triple by 2018 to $28 trillion. Moreover, “$18 trillion in generational 
wealth transfer from Gen Y’s baby boomer parents is projected to occur from 2017 to 2052” (Johnston, p. 
1). Both Generation X and Y have strong interests in self-directed investing. Over half of Generation X 
consider themselves “self-directed” and only 18% work with financial advisers, and analysts feel that a 
greater number of Generation Y will want to self-direct. However, because at this time in their lives, 
Generation Y has little money to invest, fund companies and financial advisers do not have much interest 
in them because it costs too much to manage small balances (Johnston, p. 2).
To increase their reach with investors, mutual funds have increasingly moved to third-party distribution 
channels, namely independent and large broker-dealers, to sell their products; however, these channel 
partners have brought some downsides, namely increased costs of doing business because of fees and 
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commissions as well as a loss of emotional connection with their clients. Because the customer 
relationship is mediated through the financial adviser, the customer is more likely to remain with the 
adviser and not the fund when the advisor changes brokerages or suggests other fund products. In 
addition, with the intermediary relationship, the brokers own the customer accounts and the data.
The opportunity lies in empowering people to self-direct invest. To reduce risk, knowledge of financial 
investing is crucial. A healthy community supported by technology and a good experience would not only 
create a viable new channel for fund companies but would also create gains for social good.
2. Research Framework
2.1 Research Question
How can a community-directed investment site positively disrupt the mutual fund industry for the 
betterment of the investor?
2.2 Primary Research
Participatory design sessions with Generation Y participants were conducted with the objective of 
uncovering current investment sentiment and habits. The problem and proposed Squirrel solution was 
described. The groups then participated in design charrettes to both critique the proposed solution and to 
draft new solutions. Participatory design methods, a Generation Y persona, and IIT Institute of Design’s 
Brains, Behavior & Design tools were used. 
2.3 Secondary Research
Financial industry and behavioral economics research was gathered.
2.4 Competitor Analysis
I reviewed over 90 companies and start-ups while exploring the financial service space, including 
investment networks, personal finance management tools, micro-loans and social borrowing, rewards 
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platforms, family finance tools, games, and mobile applications and services. I then mapped these 
companies around a central cluster of community to determine design and experience opportunities within 
the space.
2.5 Design Methodology
User-centered and activity-centered designed methodologies will be employed, including personas, user 
scenarios, and activity maps.
3. Analyzing the Research and Developing the Solution
3.1 Participatory Design Sessions
The Generation Y participants in the participatory design sessions generally found quick affinity with the 
“Squirrel” concept as well as the behavioral economics techniques. Working in small groups, the 
participants were given the challenge to encourage the persona Claire to contribute $5.00 to her 
investment account while making a grocery store purchase. (See Appendix, p. 61-64.)
3.2 Design concept
The design concept is a multi-sided economic platform, called Squirrel, that creates value by facilitating a 
more direct relationship between mass market and emerging investors and mutual fund companies by 
removing the need for a financial advisor or brokerage. Competitive advantages of the platform would be 
the unique offering of community, financial tools, information, and the ability to perform mutual fund 
transactions. Game mechanics, behavioral economics techniques, and point-of-sale partnerships with 
mobile wallet providers and retailers encourages investing as a habit and ensures long-term investing 
success for the emerging investor segment.
Because of Securities and Exchange (SEC) rules, Squirrel cannot offer financial advice or suggest 
investment products like a registered financial advisor. Instead, Squirrel, to create community-advice and 
direction, would aggregate investment information from financial sites, provide financial analytics, invite 
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guest advisors to create content and discussion, and provide the ability for discussion groups to form 
organically.
4. Conclusion
Because many emerging Generation Y investors “live from paycheck to paycheck” and have trouble 
maintaining significant savings assets, behavioral economics and social techniques are crucial to the 
viability of the Squirrel concept. To help these investors build assets, in behavioral economics terms, a 
Squirrel point-of-sale behavioral “nudge” is used to attach a small investment contribution “loss” to a 
larger retail purchase “loss.” This frequent (and small) investment behavior is more emotionally appealing 
than making a significantly larger and less frequent investment contribution, which to many emerging 
investors “feels like a bill.” Further, these frequent small investments combined with encouragement from  
Squirrel and the Squirrel community encourages investment as a life-long habit.
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